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ABSTRACT: We report on laboratory experiments and numeri al simulations of a two-dimensional
(2D) verti ally os illated granular medium. The experiment onsists of a thin eva uated ell lled
with 0:46  0:03 mm lead parti les vibrated sinusoidally (A sin(2f t)) in the verti al dire tion. The
frequen y, f , and the peak a eleration are the experimental ontrol parameters. The event-driven
simulation [2℄ reprodu es all of the qualitative features the experimental observations. Spe i ally, as
The peak a eleration is in reased slightly above 1g, the layer of parti les leaves the bottom of the ell
for part of the y le, but the surfa e remains at. When the peak a eleration rea hes a riti al value
of approximately 2:5g, the at layer loses stability to a sub-harmoni standing wave. The wavelength
and shape of the standing wave are similar in both the experiment and simulation. As the frequen y
is lowered, at onstant peak a eleration, the amplitude of the standing wave be omes greater and its
wavelength be omes longer.
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INTRODUCTION

On a mi ros opi s ale, granular dynami s are
governed by highly dissipative onta t intera tions. Even though all intera tion are short-range
experiments demonstrate both system-wide [7, 8℄
and lo alized (30-100 parti le) [10℄ olle tive behavior in verti ally vibrated eva uated wide ontainers of granular material. A similar systemwide olle tive behavior is seen in thin (2D) ontainers as well [3℄. Event-driven binary ollision model simulations [5℄ and mole ular dynami s simulations [1℄ of 2D systems qualitatively reprodu e the results of these experiments. In this
work we reprodu e the results of Luding et al.
and Clement et al. for a larger aspe t ratio ell in
preparation for future studies of the mi ros opi
properties of these systems. The 2D experimental system and simulations provide an ex ellent
opportunity to probe the mi ros opi behavior of
these systems.
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EXPERIMENT

The experiments onsist of a thin parallelepiped
ell lled with 9 layer of lead parti les of mean di-

ameter 0:46  0:03 mm, whi h is about 15 per ent
less than the thi kness of the ell. The ell shown
in gure 1 has dimensions of 284x0:533x95 mm or
616x1:16x206 parti les diameters and is oriented
with the longest and the shortest sides horizontal
and vibrated sinusoidally (Asin(2f t)) in the verti al dire tion by an industrial ele tro-me hani al
shaker. The physi al ontrol parameters are the
amplitude, A, whi h an vary up to 1 m, and
the frequen y, f , whi h we have varied from 10100 Hz. Experiments are typi ally performed at
onstant, = A(2f )2 =g and the frequen y of osillation, f , is varied. is a dimensionless measure
of the a eleration with respe t to the magnitude
of the a eleration due to gravity, g .
One fa e of the ell is transparent for visualization by a high speed digital amera (see gure
1). The amera has a frame rate of 228 fps, and
an a quisition matrix of 256x256 pixels. Using
this amera we a quire movies of the pattern formation at 228 fps or we syn hronize the amera
frame rate with the shaker frequen y. Using these
images we an ompare the experiment with the
simulation.

The simulation is 3D and simulates the 2D
geometry using losely spa ed walls, just as in
the experimental ase. The simulation is nondimensionalized
q using D, the diameter of the parti les, and g=D for time. Thus, for omparisons experimental parameter must be expressed
in terms of these s alings. is already dimensionless and
q we de ne a non-dimensional frequen y,
f0 = f D=g .
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Figure 1: S hemati of the experimental apparatus showing the test ell, the shaker, and the
imaging system.
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RESULTS

Computer

SIMULATION

The simulation employs an event-driven inelasti binary ollision model [9, 6, 4℄. In this type
of simulation time advan es from ollision to ollision using ballisti motion. A sorted list of the
time-to-next- ollision is maintained for ea h parti le and is used to determine the next ollision.
The ollision duration is assumed zero, therefore
limiting the parti le intera tions to binary ollisions. Rotations are not in luded. The partiles have a distribution of diameters, but theirs
masses are equal. Momentum onservation and a
ollision-velo ity dependent oeÆ ient of restitution, (v ), are used to al ulate v1 and v2 , the
velo ities after a parti le-parti le ollision, from
v1 and v2 , the velo ities before a parti le-parti le
ollision.
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b is a unit ve tor in the dire tion of a line onne tn
ing the enters of the olliding balls. In ollisions
with the walls, the wall is treated like a parti le
of in nite mass, and a tangential fri tion, , is
added:
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 is set to .1 for all simulations in this paper.
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The simulations and the experiments give similar results. In both, as is in reased slightly
above 1, the layer of parti les begins to leave the
bottom of the ell for part of the y le, but the
surfa e remains at. As is in reased to a riti al value, ' 2:5, the at layer loses stability
to a sub-harmoni standing wave, as shown in gure 2, whi h shows the experiment on the left and
simulation on the right for = 3:0 and f0 = :14.
For the parti les used in these experiments the dimensional frequen y is f = 20:386 Hz. This gure
shows four snapshots of the entire ell during two
y les of the driving frequen y whi h is one y le
of the pattern. The shape of the waves and the
time ourse are aptured in the simulation. There
is a di eren e in the absolute wavelength and amplitude, but the dependen e of the wavelength and
amplitude on f0 are onsistent as shown in gure
3. Figure 3 shows a single snapshot of the pattern
at four di erent f0 = :082; :94; :123; :140 for the
experiment and the simulation. The wavelength
and the amplitude of the pattern de reases with
in reasing frequen y.
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